Call for Papers
The Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR), New Delhi invites research papers/ book-reviews
for its bi-annual research journal ‘Indian Social Science Review’ (ISSR). The ISSR publishes
contributions on both theoretical & methodological issues and also on socio-economic, political and
other related problems of contemporary concern from disciplinary, inter-disciplinary and multidisciplinary perspectives.

Submission Guidelines
•The font of the submitted papers should be Times New Roman, 12 point and double space.
•Name(s) of author(s) along with author’s affiliation and institutional address (in case of more than
one author, the name and address of the corresponding author with pin code and email id must be
provided.
•A 100–150 word Abstract along with 4 to 5 relevant keywords should be a part of the content.
• Papers should be between 4000-6000 words in length.
• All notes must be listed as endnotes.
•The language and spellings used should be British (UK), with ‘-ise’ variant, e.g., globalisation instead
of globalization, labour instead of labor.
•Non-English and uncommon words and phrases should be italicized. Meaning of non-English words
should be given in parenthesis just after the word when it is used for the first time.
•Numbers from one to nine should be spelt out, and 10 and above to remain in figures. However, for
exact measurement (e.g., China’s GDP growth rate 9.8 per cent; 10-year-old boy, etc.) numbers should
be used.
•Single quotes should be used throughout. Double quote marks are to be used within single quotes.
Spellings of words in quotations should not be changed to British; however, glaring mistakes in
spellings can be rectified using (sic.).
•Quotations of 45 words or more should be separated from the text and set as block quotes.
•Use ‘per cent’ instead of % in the text. In tables, graphs, and within parenthesis, % symbol can be
used.
•Use ‘20th century’, ‘the 1990s’.
•Initials in names of people used in the text must have spaces in them and dots (e.g., M. K. Gandhi, P.
T. Usha, etc.).
•Fuller/non-truncated number ranges should be used (e.g., 1987–1988, 2012–2015, etc.).
•Use of boldface or all capital letters should be avoided. Quotes/italics must be used for emphasis.
Capitalisation of different words—proper nouns, names of castes, regions, etc.—must be made
consistent in the text.
•Abbreviations should be spelled out at the first occurrence: some common ones (US, GDP, BBC) being
exceptions.
• The ICSSR takes issues of copyright infringement, plagiarism or other breaches of best practise in
publication very seriously. Submitted articles may be checked with duplication-checking software.
Timeline for the Issue:
All submissions must be emailed on/before May 15, 2019 to the issrjournal@icssr.org. Further
enquiries may be emailed at ajaygupta@icssr.org.

